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Quick Intro Me:
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Agenda & Introduction

1. What’s a Reference Architecture?
2. Overview
3. High level summary
4. Components by logical area

A copy of all the materials presented here will be 
available on my blog: 

https://morphological.wordpress.com





Reference Architectures



What’s a Reference Architecture?

“A reference architecture … provides a template solution for an 
architecture for a particular domain … common vocabulary with which 
to discuss implementations”
- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reference_architecture

“…design pattern is a general, reusable solution to a commonly 
occurring problem … It is not a finished design … it is a description or 
template for how to solve a problem that can be used in many different 
situations. ”
- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_design_pattern



TOGAF Enterprise Continuum > architecture and solution continuums.
- https://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf91-doc/arch/chap39.html

“Without an understanding of 
‘where in the continuum you are’, 
people discussing architecture can 
often talk at cross-purposes 
because they are referencing different 
points in the continuum at the same 
time, without realizing it.”
- TOGAF

This API & microservice platform 
reference architecture is a “common 
systems architecture”



The API & Microservice Platform 
Reference Architecture



What it is, & When it can be used

1. It’s a way of delivering a suite of 
microservices, fronted by API’s.

2. It works on the idea that a single / 
central platform is best, i.e., to maximize 
reuse, ensure consistency, and so on.

3. It provides separation between “the 
platform” and solutions built on it (the 
API’s and microservices).

4. It supports “cloud-native” philosophies 
and approaches.  E.g., the use of 
containerization, infrastructure as code, 
and so on, to enable solutions that are 
loosely-coupled, resilient, and 
observable.

1. When your organizations strategy is to strongly 
adopt APIs and microservices.

2. When you have different teams needing to deliver 
different solutions in parallel – which feature APIs 
and microservices.  

3. When you have access to staff with sufficient skill 
& experience, and sufficient organizational 
maturity; this architecture and some of the 
technologies involved are non-trivial.

4. When your organisation supports “product” 
development – i.e., ongoing initiatives delivered 
by standing teams.  This architecture is not suited 
to time-bound project delivery of the platform, 
although this would be possible for the APIs and 
microservices that run on the platform.





• The platform product team delivers 
the overall platform, and support 
Teams like A & B.

• Teams A & B independently deliver 
their API(s) and microservice(s).

• “Delivers” = design, develop, test, 
document, deploy, support, etc.


















